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Abstract. Traditional point-to-point message authentication systems
have been extensively studied in the literature. In this paper we consider
authentication for group communication. The basic primitive is a mul-
tireceiver authentication system with dynamic sender (DMRA-code). In
a DMRA-code any member of a group can broadcast an authenticated
message such that all other group members can individually verify its
authenticity. In this paper first we give a new and flexible ‘synthesis’
construction for DMRA-codes by combining an authentication code (A-
code) and a key distribution pattern. Next we extend DMRA-codes to
tDMRA-codes in which t senders are allowed. We give two constructions
for tDMRA-codes, one algebraic and one by ‘synthesis’ of an A-code
and a perfect hash family. To demonstrate the usefulness of DMRA sys-
tems, we modify a secure dynamic conference key distribution system to
construct a key-efficient secure dynamic conference system that provides
secrecy and authenticity for communication among conferencees. The sys-
tem is key-efficient because the key requirement is essentially the same
as the original conference key distribution system and so authentication
is effectively obtained without any extra cost. We show universality of
‘synthesis’ constructions for unconditional and computational security
model that suggests direct application of our results to real-life multi-
casting scenarios in computer networks. We discuss possible extensions
to this work.

1 Introduction

Collaborative and multi-user applications, such as teleconferences and electronic
commerce applications, require secure communication among members of a
group. Compared to providing confidentiality, ensuring integrity and authentic-
ity of information is much more difficult as in the latter subgroups of participants
can participate in a coordinated attack against other group members, while in
the former they are passive. It is also worth emphasizing that the two goals of
confidentiality and authenticity in group communications are independent and
achieving one goal does not give assurance about the other goal.
We consider the following scenario. There is a group of users and a Trusted
Authority (TA). During the initialization of the system, TA generates keys for
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all participants and securely delivers the keys to them. After this stage, each user
can broadcast a message which is verifiable for its origin and integrity by every
other user, individually. We assume that users are not all trusted and collude
to construct a fraudulent message which they will attribute to another user.
We assume security is unconditional and does not rely on any computational
assumption.
The obvious method of providing protection in the above scenario is to use a
conventional point-to-point authentication system and give a shared key to each
pair of users. Now to construct an authenticated message, a user will construct
the authenticator for every other user, concatenate all the authenticators and
append it to the message. Each receiver can individually verify authenticity of
the message by examining the authenticator constructed using his shared key.
Two immediate drawbacks of this system are, 1) it requires a very large key
storage, and 2) it produces a very long tag for a message resulting in high
communication cost. A more serious problem is that the construction does not
provide any security. This will become clear later in the section.

Multireceiver authentication systems (MRA-codes) [8] can be seen as the first
attempt at providing authentication in group communication. However in this
model the sender is fixed. In [18] this limitation is removed and the sender can
be any group member. The extended model is called MRA-code with dynamic
sender, or DMRA-codes for short. DMRA-codes capture the essential aspect of
authentication in group communication but the model allows only one sender
while in many applications such as dynamic conference key distributions, group
members interact with each other and more than one sender exists. Moreover,
the only known non-trivial construction [18] is very inflexible and for large size
groups, or large size sources, results in very inefficient constructions with many
key bits and long authenticators. In summary, although DMRA-codes do provide
a promising starting point for authentication in group communication, for prac-
tical applications more general, flexible and efficient models and constructions
are required.

Our goal is to have solutions that are efficient both in terms of storage and
communication cost. To achieve our goal we assume the following.

– The largest size of collusion set is w.
– There are at most t transmitters (senders).

These are both reasonable assumptions. The first assumption effectively bounds
the power of attackers, and the second one is similar to the degree of spoofing in
a conventional authentication system but is more complex to protect against as
the t messages are from different originators and so a new type of attack, that
is changing the originator of a message, is introduced.
This new attack points to the fact that in a DMRA-code with t dynamic senders
an authenticated message must carry some information about its origin. The
attack works because in general we allow the same message to be sent by more
than one sender. This is a realistic requirement in many applications such as a
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voting system with many participants and only few possible message, for example
only a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. In this attack, that we call directional attack, an
intruder firstly changes the origin information of a message that is already sent by
Pj , and then resends and attributes it to Pi. This could give Pi a higher success
chance if Pi and Pj share some key information which is used for generation
of authenticators. This observation immediately rules out direct application of
schemes that establish a common key among two or more users, including the
scheme described above, the construction based on symmetric polynomial [18], or
application of KDP and its more general form (i, j)-cover-free family [23] for key
distribution. It is worth noting that all such constructions can be immediately
used to provide confidentiality in group communication, but exactly because
they result in a shared key among two or more participants they cannot be used
in group authentication systems.
To include information about the origin in a broadcasted message, a simple
approach would be to attach identity information to the message and then au-
thenticate the result. Although this added information could protect against
directional attack but will effectively increase the size of the of message space,
which in the case of a small source and a large number of participant such as
the voting system mentioned above, is not acceptable. We will show that this
information is theoretically redundant and can be removed in an optimal system.
In the rest of this paper we assume that identity information is appended to the
authenticated message. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.

1. We formalize the model of DMRA-codes to allows more than one sender.
This generalizes the model given in [18,20].

2. We start with DMRA-code with a single sender. We propose a new, general
‘synthesis’ construction for DMRA-codes by combining a key distribution
pattern (KDP) [16] and an A-code, such that the protection of the resulting
system can be determined by the protection of the underlying A-code and
parameters of the KDP. The construction is especially attractive as it reduces
construction of a DMRA-code to the construction of suitable KDPs and A-
codes, and so allows a direct application of the previously known results in
these latter two areas to the construction of DMRA-codes.

3. We then consider a DMRA-code with t senders, tDMRA-code for short,
and give two new constructions for such systems. The first construction is
algebraic and uses polynomials in two variables. The second construction is
a ‘synthesis’ construction which is combinatorial in nature and combines a
perfect hash family and an arbitrary A-code to obtain a tDMRA-code.

4. To show the applicability of our results, we give an interesting application of
DMRA-codes by constructing a secure dynamic conference system that also
provides the authenticity. Our construction is built on an optimal dynamic
conference key distribution system proposed in [6], and for large group sizes,
as long as the conference size is relatively small, effectively adds authentica-
tion without any extra cost (extra key bits).
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5. Although our analysis is for Cartesian A-codes in the context of uncondi-
tional security our main constructions are universal. That is they can also be
used for A-codes with secrecy and MACs (Message Authentication Codes),
resulting in tDMRA-codes in which protection is determined by the security
property of the underlying primitive A-system (A-code with or without se-
crecy, and MAC) and parameters of a combinatorial structure, a KDP or a
perfect hash function family.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give the model and definitions.
In section 3 we briefly review previous results for single sender case and describe a
new, flexible construction from key distribution patterns and A-codes. In section
4 we consider systems with multiple senders and present two constructions. In
section 5 we propose a secure dynamic conference system and in section 6 discuss
computationally secure systems. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 The Model

A (w, n) MRA-code [8] is an interesting extension of the classical authentication
systems (A-systems for short) where a fixed sender can authenticate a single
message for a group of n receivers such that collusions of up to w receivers
cannot construct a fraudulent codeword which is accepted by another receiver.
Bounds and construction for MRA-codes are given in [11,13,18].
An extension of the MRA-code model is when the sender is not fixed and can be
any member of the group. We call the system MRA-code with dynamic sender.
Allowing the sender to be dynamic introduces the notion of authenticating with
respect to a particular originator. That is, to verify authenticity of a received
message a receiver must first assume an originator for the message and then verify
authenticity of the message with respect to that particular originator. Thus a
broadcast message in general carries information about its origin, together with
its real content .
In the model of MRA-code with dynamic senders, there are n users P =
{P1, . . . , Pn}, who want to communicate over a broadcast channel. The channel
is subject to spoofing attack: that is a codeword can be inserted into the channel
or, a transmitted codeword can be substituted with a fraudulent one. An attack
is directed towards a channel, consisting of a pair of users {Pi, Pj}, Pi as the
sender and Pj as the receiver. A spoofer might be an outsider, or a coalition of
w insiders. The aim of the spoofer(s) is to construct a codeword that Pj accepts
as being sent from Pi.
We assume there is a Trusted Authority(TA) who generates and distributes
secret keys for each users. The TA is only active during key distribution phase.
The system consists of three phases.

1. Key Distribution: The TA randomly chooses a key e ∈ E and applies a key
distribution algorithm

τ : E −→ E1 × · · · ×En, τ(e) = (e1, . . . , en)
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to generate a key ei for user Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and secretly sends ei to Pi.
2. Broadcast: A user Pi constructs an authenticated message and broadcasts it.

For this, Pi uses his/her own authentication algorithm,

Ai : S × Ei −→Mi, Ai(s, ei) = mi,

where Ei andMi are the set of keys and authenticated codeword for Pi. The
codeword sent by Pi for a source state s ∈ S is (i, Ai(s, ei)) = (i, mi).

3. Verification: A user Pj , j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, uses his/her verification algorithm Vji

to accept or reject the received codeword. That is, the key ej determines a
set of verification algorithms {Vji; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, j �= i} with

Vji :Mi × Ej −→ {0, 1},
such that Vji(mi, ej) = 1 if Pj acceptsmi as an authenticated codeword sent
from Pi and Vji(mi, ej) = 0 otherwise.

We assume that after a key distribution phase, there are at most t users who
broadcast their authenticated messages and the messages all come from a set
S of source states. For simplicity, we also assume that each sender may only
broadcast a single message. We will adopt the Kerckhoff’s principle and assume
details of the system, except the actual keys, are public. We call the system
a (w, n) tDMRA-code, where w is the largest size of the collusion members,
and represent it by C = (S,E, {Mi, Ei}1≤i≤n), or in Cartesian authentication
system, by C = (S,E, {Ai, Ei}1≤i≤n).
To assess the security, we define the probability of success in various attacks.
Let B and A be two subsets of {1, . . . , n} with |B| = β ≤ t and |A| = α ≤ w.
Without loss of generality, let B = {k1, . . . , kβ} and A = {�1, . . . , �α}, and
denote PB = {Pk1 , . . . , Pkβ

} and PA = {P	1 , . . . , P	α}. Assume that after seeing
the authenticated messages (sk1 , ak1), . . . , (skβ

, akβ
) broadcast by Pk1 , . . . , Pkβ

,
respectively ( sk1 , . . . , skβ

are not necessary distinct), PA want to generate a
message (si, ai) such that it will be accepted by Pj as an authenticated message
broadcast by Pi. We further assume that i, j �∈ A.
Let P [PA, PB , Pi, Pj ] denote the probability of success for malicious users PA in
constructing a fraudulent message that Pj accepts as authentic and broadcast
by Pi, after the broadcast messages from PB are seen. We assume the malicious
users use their optimal strategy and want to maximize their chance of success.
They can choose the message and the channel, that is Pi, Pj , to achieve this
goal.
It is easy to see that if A ⊂ A′, then P [PA, PB, Pi, Pj ] ≤ P [PA′ , PB , Pi, Pj ].
Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that |B| = w. For each 0 ≤ k ≤ t,
we define

PDk
= max

A,B,i,j
P [PA, PB , Pi, Pj ]

where the maximum is taken over all possibleA,B, i, j such that |A| = w, |B| = k
and i, j �∈ A. We then define the overall probability of deception, denoted by PD,
as

PD = max{PD0 , PD1 , . . . , PDt}.
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3 D MR A -Co des w it h a Single Sender

We start with the simplest (w, n) tDMRA-code in which t = 1 and simply call it
(w, n) DMRA-code. This is exactly the same model as MRA-code with dynamic
sender introduced in [18]. In section 3.1 we briefly review combinatorial lower
bounds on the key size for each user, and also the length of the authenticator.

3.1 Bounds and an Optimal Construction

Efficiency of a (w, n) DMRA-code C = (S,E, {Mi, Ei}1≤i≤n) can be measured in
terms of the size of each user’s key space, |Ei| and the length of the authenticated
message, |Mi|. We do not really need to consider the size of key for TA, |E|, as
after the key distribution phase TA does not need to remember the key and so
can erase his key. The following lower bounds can be used to determine the best
performance of a DMRA-code.

Theorem 1 ([20]). In a (w, n) DMRA-code C = (S,E, {Mi, Ei}1≤i≤n) with
PD ≤ 1/q and uniform probability distribution on the source S, we have:

(i) |Ei| ≥ q2(w+1), for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
(ii) |Mi| ≥ qw+1|S|, for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
The bounds in Theorem 1 are tight. In [20], we give a construction to meet the
bounds with equality.

3.2 A General Construction

In the following we show a general construction for (w, n) DMRA-codes by com-
bining a key distribution pattern and an A-code such that the security of the
resulting system is determined by the security of the underlying A-code and the
parameters of the key distribution pattern. The importance of this construction
is that it provides a much higher degree of flexibility in the design of DMRA-
codes and results in constructions that are practical.

Key distribution patterns (KDP) [16] are explicitly or implicitly used by numer-
ous authors to construct key distribution systems [9,12,14,17,22,23]).
Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xv} be a set, and B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bn} be a family of
subsets of X . The set system (X,B) is called a (n, v, w) key distribution pattern
(or KDP (n, v, w) for short) if

|(Bi ∩Bj) \ (∪w
s=1B	s)| ≥ 1

for any w + 2 subset {i, j, �1, . . . , �w} of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Assume there are n users P1, . . . , Pn. Let (X,B) be a KDP (n, v, w) and
(S,A0, E0) be a Cartesian authentication code such that the probability of
deception (impersonation and substitution attacks) is bounded by 1/q. Asso-
ciate Bi to Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Both (X,B) and (S,A0, E0) are public.
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1. Key distribution: For each 1 ≤ j ≤ v, TA randomly chooses an authentica-
tion key ej ∈ E0 and gives ej to user Pi if xi ∈ Bj . Thus, user Pi receives a
|Bi|-tuple, (ei1 , . . . , ei|Bi|) ∈ E

|Bi|
0 , as his/her secret authentication key.

2. Broadcast: When Pi wants to construct an authenticated message for a source
state s ∈ S, he computes |Bi| partial authenticators eit(s), 1 ≤ t ≤ |Bi|, and
broadcasts (s, ei1(s), . . . , ei|Bi|(s)) together with his identity i.

3. Verification: A user can verify authenticity and origin of the broadcast mes-
sage in the following way: Pj uses the origin information, i, to determine the
set Eij = {eit}1≤t≤|Bi| ∩ {ejk

}1≤k≤|Bj | and accepts (s, ei1(s), . . . , ei|Bi|(s))
as authentic and sent from Pi if for all e ∈ Eij , e(s) is the same as the
corresponding component in (ei1(s), . . . , ei|Bi|(s)).

Theorem 2. Let the deception probability of the underlying A-code (S,A0, E0)
be bounded by 1/q. Then the above construction results in a (w, n) DMRA-code
C = (S,E, {Ai, Ei}1≤i≤n) with PD ≤ 1/q. The code has the following parameters

|E| = |E0|v, |Ei| = |E0||Bi| and |Ai| = |A0||Bi|.

The construction also works for general A-codes in which case the broadcast
codeword by Pi is (mi1 · · ·mi|Bi|) where mij = eij (s).
The main advantages of the construction is its flexibility in the choice of param-
eters for different applications.

4 D MR A -Co des w it h Mult iple Senders

In this section we consider tDMRA-codes, with t ≥ 2. In designing a (w, n)
tDMRA-code with t ≥ 2, it is important to note that if the protection for a
channel between two participants Pi and Pj is provided by a symmetric key
system, then a message sent by Pi can be later resent and claimed to have come
from Pj . In this case Pi will accept the message as authentic from Pj and the
success chance of the intruder is 1. To avoid this directional attack, Pi and Pj

must have different keys.

Trivial Construction 1. An obvious method of constructing a tDMRA-code
is to use t copies of a DMRA-code with t independent keys. That is, in the key
generation phase the TA chooses t independent keys, e1, e2, · · · et, for a DMRA-
code and gives the user Pi, a t tuple, (e1i , e

2
i , · · · et

i). A user Pi will use key e	
i to

authenticate (generate or verify) the �th message. In this case the size of the key
for each participant is t times that of a DMRA-code, which for efficient DMRA-
codes and small t could be reasonably low. The length of the tag for each message
is the same as the original DMRA-code. However the system is unacceptable as
it requires each user to carefully keep track of all the communicated messages
and use the correct key for each particular message. If a message is missed, all
future communications will be lost.
Trivial Construction 2. A second immediate solution will be to use a (w, n−1)
MRA-code. In this case each user receives the key information for sending one
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message, and the key information for verifying n − 1 messages. The result is a
(w, t) tDMRA-code with t = n. The length of tag in this case is the same as the
MRA-code but the key storage is at least a linear function of n. This means that
the key storage will be prohibitively large for large groups.

4. 1 A Po l ynom i al Constructi on for tDMR A-Co des

The first non-trivial construction uses polynomials in two variables over finite
fields. Let S = GF (q) be the set of source states. We construct a (w, n) tDMRA-
code as follows.

1. Key Distribution: The TA randomly chooses two polynomials F (x, y) and
G(x, y) with two variables x and y of degree at most w and w + t, re-
spectively. Then he chooses n distinct numbers ai ∈ GF (q) and n distinct
numbers bi ∈ GF (q), where (ai, bi) is Pi’s identity information and is pub-
lic. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the TA privately sends two pairs of polynomials
(F (x, ai), G(x, ai)), (F (bi, y), G(bi, y)) to Pi. This constitutes the secret in-
formation of Pi.

2. Broadcast: If Pi wants to authenticate a message si ∈ GF (q), Pi calculates
the polynomial Ui(x) = F (x, ai) + siG(x, ai) and broadcasts (si, Ui(x)) and
his identity ai to other users.

3. Verification: Pj can verify the authenticity of (si, Ui(x)) by calculating the
polynomial Vj(y) = F (bj, y)+siG(bj , y) and accepting (si, Ui(x)) as authen-
tic and being sent from Pi if Vj(ai) = Ui(bj).

Theorem 3. The above construction results in a (w, n) tDMRA-code C =
(S,E,{Ai, Ei}1≤i≤n), in which the probability of success for a collusion of up to
w users in performing impersonation or substitution attacks on any other pair
of users is at most 1/q. The construction has the following parameters

|E| = q2(w+1)(t+w+1), |Ei| = q4w+2t+4 and |Ai| = qw+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Comparing this construction with trivial construction 2, shows marked im-
provement of efficiency. In particular, let n independent copies of the optimal
MRA-codes based on (polynomial) scheme [8] be used. It will result in a (w, n)
tDMRA-code C = (S,E, {Mi, Ei}1≤i≤n) with parameters |E| = q(

(w+1)w
2 +n) and

|Ei| = q2(n−1+w) and |Ai| = qw+1 and so the size of the key space for the TA
and users are O(n log q). Thus, when n is much larger than t, the key storage
for the TA and users can be significantly reduced.

4.2 A General Construction from Perfect Hash Families

In this section, we present a general approach to the construction of tDMRA-
codes by combining a general A-code and a perfect hash family.
A (n,m,w)-perfect hash family (PHF for short) is a set of functions F such that

f : {1, . . . , n} −→ {1, . . . ,m}
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for each f ∈ F , and for any X ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that |X | = w, there exists
at least a function fX in F such that fX is an injection on X , i.e. the restric-
tion of fX on X is one-to-one. For a subset X , if the restriction of a function
f on X is one-to-one, then we call f perfect on X . We will use the notation
PHF (N ;n,m,w) for a (n,m,w) perfect hash family with |F| = N . PHFs have
been applied to cryptographic applications such as broadcast encryption sys-
tems [10], secret sharing schemes [4], and threshold cryptography [3].

Let C0 = (S,E0, A0) be a Cartesian A-code (code without secrecy) with de-
ception PD ≤ ε, and assume F = {f1, . . . , fn} be a PHF (N ;n, n0, w + t +
2) from {1, . . . , n} to {1, . . . , n0}. We construct a (w, n) tDMRA-code C =
(S,E, {Aj , Ej}1≤j≤n) as follows.

1. Key Distribution: The TA randomly chooses N n0 × n0 matrices

G1 = (g1
u,v)1≤u≤n0,1≤v≤n0 , . . . , G

N = (gN
u,v)1≤u≤n0,1≤v≤n0

with entries g	
u,v ∈ E0, for all 1 ≤ � ≤ N and 1 ≤ u, v ≤ n0. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

the TA generates the key ei of Pi by

ei=(




g1,f1(i)

...
gf1(i),1 · · ·gf1(i),f1(i) · · ·gf1(i),n0

...
gn0,f1(i)



, . . . ,




g1,fN (i)

...
gfN (i),1 · · ·gfN (i),fN (i) · · ·gfN (i),n0

...
gn0,fN (i)



)

and secretly sends ei to Pi. That is, the secret key of Pi consists of the f	(i)th
column and the f	(i)th row of matrix G	, for all 1 ≤ � ≤ N .

2. Broadcast: if Pi wants to authenticate a message si ∈ S, Pi generate his
authenticator ai for si by

ai = (



g1,f1(i)(si)

...
gn0,f1(i)(si)


 , . . . ,



g1,fN (i)(si)

...
gn0,fN (i)(si)


)

and broadcasts (si, ai), together with his identity i, to all other members. That
is, Pi uses the column key to generates his authenticator.

3. Verification: Pj uses his row key

([gf1(j),1, · · · , gf1(j),n0 ], · · · , [gfN (j),1, · · · , gfN (j),n0 ])

to verify the authenticity of the broadcast message (si, ai) in the following way.
Since for each 1 ≤ � ≤ N , the f	(j)th row and f	(i)th column of matrix G	 has
a common entry gf�(j),f�(i), which Pj can use to verify if gf�(j),f�(i)(si) is the
correct partial authenticator in ai.
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Theorem 4. Suppose there exists a Cartesian A-code C0 = (S,E0, A0) with
deception probability PD ≤ ε, and a PHF (N ;n, n0, t + w + 2). Then the above
construction results in a (w, n) tDMRA-code C = (S,E, {AjEj}1≤j≤n) with
deception probability P ∗

D ≤ ε. The various parameters satisfy

|E| = |E0|Nn2
0 , |Ej | = |E0|(2n0−1)N and |Aj | = |A0|n0N , 1 ≤ j ≤ n

For a given set of parameters, w, t and n, and a given A-code the efficiency of the
scheme is completely determined by N , the size of perfect hash family F . Let
N(n,m,w) denote the minimum value of N such that a PHF (N ;n,m,w) exists.
Thus we will be interested in perfect hash families with small N(n,m,w) for
given n,m and w. In particular, we are interested in the behavior of N(n,m,w)
as a function of n, when m and w are fixed. It is proved in [15] that for fixed m
and w, N(n,m,w) is Θ(log n), however, the proof is non-constructive and PHF
that achieve this asymptotic bound are believed to be difficult to construct.
(f(n) = Θ(log n) means that there exist constants c1, c2 and n0 such that for
n > n0, c1 logn ≤ f(n) ≤ c2 logn.) In [1,5] some constructions with reasonable
asymptotic performance are given. For example, for fixed m and w, N is a
polynomial function of logn. Various other bounds on N(n,m,w) can be found
in [15,1,7,3].

5 A Secure Dynamic Conference System

To show the usefulness of group authentication systems we will use DMRA-
codes to construct a secure dynamic conference system that also provides the
authenticity.
A Key Distribution Systems (KDS) is one of the main primitives for distributing
keys in network and group communication [22]. In a KDS, the collection of
all subsets of n users is divided into privileged subsets and forbidden subsets. To
each privileged subset, G, of users a secret key, kG, is attached. kG is computable
by each member of G and collusion of members of a forbidden set F , disjoint
from G, cannot learn anything about kG. A TA generates and distributes secret
key information to all users. If privileged sets are t-subsets of P , and forbidden
sets are all w-subsets of P , we use the notation (t, w) KDS. Blundo, De Santis,
Herzberg, Kutten, Vaccaro and Yung [6] (BDHKVY for short) proposed a (c, w)-
KDS in which each user has to store

(
c+w−1

c−1

)�log q� bits of key while the TA has
to store

(
c+w

c

)�log q� bits of key, they also proved that these are the minimum
possible storage requirements for both the TA and each users.
Given a (c, w)-KDS, we can easily construct a broadcast encryption system [10]
in the following way. Assume that the TA wants to send a message s ∈ GF (q)
(e.g. a session key) to a group of users Pj1 , . . . , Pjc , or one of the users, Pj1 ,
wants to send s to other users in {Pj2 , . . . , Pjc}. The TA, or Pj1 , encrypts s as
b = s + kj1,...,jc and broadcasts b. Then any user in {Pj1 , . . . , Pjc} can decrypt
b to obtain s, by using s = b − kj1,...,jc , and any group of at most w users that
are disjoint from {Pj1 , . . . , Pjc} have no information about s.
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However the communication is not authenticated. That is, the origin of a message
is not known and hence there is no accountability in the system. In the following
we show how to add authenticity to this system without having more key bits.

1. Key Distribution: Assume that there is a BDHKVY (c, w)-KDS, where the
TA has randomly chosen a symmetric polynomial P (x1, . . . , xc) in c variables
and of degree at most w, and privately transmitted the secret information
P (i, x2, . . . , xc) to each user Pi. The field GF (q) is chosen such that q ≥
max{|S|, n + 2

(
n
c

)
+ c − 2}, where S is the set of source states. To each

group of users, {Pj1 , . . . , Pjc}, of size c we associate a number Nj1,...,jc such
that n < Nj1,...,jc ≤ 2

(
n
c

)
and such that if {Pj1 , . . . , Pjc} �= {Pj′1 , . . . , Pj′c}

then |Nj1,...,jc − Nj′1,...,j′c | ≥ 2. The numbers Nj1,...,jc will serve as identity
information for conferences and are made public.

2. Broadcast: Assume that Pj1 wants to encrypt a message s ∈ S and broad-
cast it such that each user in {Pj2 , . . . , Pjc} can decrypt the message and
individually verify the authenticity and the origin of the message.
(a) Pj1 constructs two polynomials, of degree at most w,

Fj1 (x2) = fj1(x2, Nj1,...,jc , . . . , Nj1,...,jc +c− 2)
Gj1 (x2) = fj1(x2, Nj1,...,jc + 1, . . . , Nj1,...,jt + c− 1).

Pj1 then encrypts s with the (conference) key kj1,...,jc to obtain b =
s+ kj1,...,jc .

(b) Pj1 computes the polynomial Aj1(x2) = Fj1 (x2) + bGj1(x2) of degree at
most w, and broadcasts (b, j1, Aj1 (x2)).

3. Decryption and verification: Each user Pji in {Pj2 , . . . , Pjc} can decrypt and
verify the authenticity of the message broadcast by Pj1 : in the same manner
as (2.1) and (2.2), Pji can calculate Aji(x2). Then, Pji verifies if Aji(j1) =
Aj1(ji) holds and if true, accepts the broadcast codeword as authentic from
Pj1 . Finally Pji decrypts b by s = b− kj1,...,jc to get s.

Theorem 5. For c > 2, the above construction provides secrecy and authenticity
for (c, w)-KDS for dynamic conferences.

We note that compared with the broadcast encryption scheme based on the
BDHKVY KDS, the key storage of the above scheme need not increase, if |S| ≥
(n+ 2

(
n
c

)
+ c− 2).

6 C omput at ionally Secure t D MR A -Co des

Security in tDMRA-codes so far has been unconditionally secure model. Al-
though unconditionally secure schemes offer the highest possible security but
their key requirement is usually very large and so such systems are usually
impractical. In practice, data integrity is obtained by using MACs (message
authentication codes) and signature schemes. MACs can be seen as the compu-
tationally secure version of A-codes. Numerous constructions for MACs exist.
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MACs can be constructed from block cipher systems (for example DES) in CBC
mode, or using cryptographic hash functions like MD5 and SHA-1. MACs with
provable security can be obtained through Wegman-Carter construction[24].
A very important aspect of ‘synthesis’ constructions for MRA, DMRA and
tDMRA-code is that they work with MACs too. Each ‘synthesis’ construction es-
sentially combines an A-code with a combinatorial structure: a cover-free family,
a KDP or a PHF, respectively. By replacing the A-code with a MAC, a system
(MRA, DMRA and tDMRA-code) with computational security is obtained such
that the security can be directly related to the security of the underlying MAC
and parameters of the combinatorial structure.
This universality of ‘synthesis’ constructions is especially important because
combinatorial techniques, such as constructing systems for large groups that
is obtained through recursive constructions using PHFs, can also be imported
to computationally secure model.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied broadcast authentication. DMRA-codes are the basic
primitive to allow one authenticated message be sent to the group. We gave a
flexible construction which combines two smaller structures, an A-code and a
KDP, for these systems. Although the constructions assume only one codeword
sent by a sender, but it is not difficult to extend them to multiple messages from
the sender. When multiple messages are from different senders, a new type of
attack must be considered. The aim of the attack is to tamper with the ori-
gin information in a broadcast message. Protection against this attack implies
that the keys used by the two users must produce uncorrelated tags and so key
distribution systems that establish common key among participant cannot be
directly used for key distribution in group authentication systems. We gave two
constructions for tDMRA-codes, one algebraic and one by a ‘synthesis’ method.
‘Synthesis’ constructions are especially interesting as they are universally appli-
cable with A-codes, with and without secrecy, and MACs.
A DMRA-code is a powerful tool for securing group communications. We showed
a construction for secure dynamic conference systems which provides confiden-
tiality and authenticity for communicated messages.
The question of optimality of tDMRA-code is only answered when t = 1. Deriv-
ing information theoretic and combinatorial bounds for general tDMRA-codes,
and constructing optimal tDMRA- systems are interesting open problems.
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